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Created for you - with passion



2-Seater
168 x 76 x 75 cm

Armchair
73 x 76 x 72 cm

Armchair Mix
73 x 76 x 72 cm

Modules

Comforts

4-Seater
228 x 76 x 75 cm

3-Seater
198 x 76 x 75 cm

Foam Firm - C1

For dining sofa For dining sofa

Seat Cushion
The seat cushion consists of 
elastic cut cold foam covered 
with fibre padding.

Back Cushion
The inner core is cold foam  
covered with fibre padding.

Paloma
Wood
20 cm  
(Back: 16 cm)

Paloma
Wood
25 cm  
(Back: 23 cm)

Paloma
Chrome black 
brushed, 20 cm 
(Back: 16 cm)

Paloma
Chrome black 
brushed, 27 cm 
(Back: 25 cm)

Legs

A sleek curve ties Paloma’s armrest and backrest together, creating the silhouette of a modern classic.  
Available as a 4, 3 or 2-seater with one continuous seat cushion. Paloma stands on either metal or wooden  
legs and can be ordered in our wide range of upholstery.

Paloma

WalnutColonialBlack

Wooden leg colors

Grey Oak

Natural Untreated Soap White
Oak

Oak 
imitation

Oak

White



We observed that most dining sofas had straighter lines and felt Paloma’s 
rounded shapes would be a more graceful option for your dining room. 
The dining sofa comes with an optional armrest cover to protect it from 
daily use and dirty dinner hands.
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This is the original design to our new range of Paloma sofas - a contemporary looking 
armchair with rounded lines and a slight retro touch. Palomas’ look and feel can be 
perceived very differently by opting for metal or wooden legs or upholstered mixed 
combinations. The armchair’s inner and outer sides can be ordered with contrasting 
upholstery to create a more exciting look. Chose your personal expression with 
colours – incredibly trendy this season is to go for a boucle fabric.

Paloma armchair in Bolzano grey. Paloma Mix armchair in Sauvage olive 
on the outside and Gabrielle emerald 
on the inside.









If you have any questions or want to know more 
about our products, please let us know.  

Get more information at  
www.furninova.com


